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The correlations between stripe order, superconductivity, and crystal structure in La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals
have been studied by means of x-ray and neutron diffraction as well as static magnetization measurements. The
derived phase diagram shows that charge stripe order (CO) coexists with bulk superconductivity in a broad range
of doping around x = 1/8, although the CO order parameter and correlation length fall off quickly for x �= 1/8.
Except for x = 0.155, the onset of CO always coincides with the transition between the orthorhombic and the
tetragonal or less orthorhombic low-temperature structures. The CO transition evolves from a sharp drop at low
x to a more gradual transition at higher x, eventually falling below the structural phase boundary for optimum
doping. With respect to the interlayer CO correlations, we find no qualitative change of the stripe stacking order
as a function of doping, and in-plane and out-of-plane correlations disappear simultaneously at the transition.
Similarly to the CO, the spin stripe order (SO) is also most pronounced at x = 1/8. Truly static SO sets in
below the CO and coincides with the first appearance of in-plane superconducting correlations at temperatures
significantly above the bulk transition to superconductivity (SC). Indications that bulk SC causes a reduction of
the spin or charge stripe order could not be identified. We argue that CO is the dominant order that is compatible
with SC pairing but competes with SC phase coherence. Comparing our results with data from the literature, we
find good agreement if all results are plotted as a function of x ′ instead of the nominal x, where x ′ represents an
estimate of the actual Ba content, extracted from the doping dependence of the structural transition between the
orthorhombic phase and the tetragonal high-temperature phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prototypical high-temperature superconductor1

La2−xBaxCuO4 is particularly well known for its unique
doping dependence of the bulk superconducting (SC)
phase.2 While its sister compound La2−xSrxCuO4, as
most other high-temperature superconductors, displays a
dome-shaped SC phase boundary Tc(x),3,4 in the Ba-based
compound Tc(x) shows a deep depression centered at
x = 1/8.2,5 It was discovered early on that the so-called
1/8 anomaly is accompanied by a structural transition from
low-temperature orthorhombic (LTO) to low-temperature
tetragonal (LTT) symmetry,6,7 not observed in pure
La2−xSrxCuO4, and that bulk SC is replaced by some
kind of antiferromagnetic (AF) order.8–11 The complex
nature of the magnetic phase was first identified by neutron
and x-ray diffraction experiments for an analogous phase
in La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4,12–15 and later on confirmed in
La1.875Ba0.125−ySryCuO4,16,17 La1.875Ba0.125CuO4,18–20 and
La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4.21,22 Undoped (x = 0), all of these
compounds are quasi-two-dimensional commensurate spin
S = 1/2 Heisenberg AF.23–25 But doped with sufficient
charge carriers, they exhibit incommensurate nuclear and
magnetic superstructure reflections (which we will describe
below). Among the debated interpretations is the so-called
stripe model in which the charge carriers in the CuO2 planes
segregate into hole-rich stripes, thus forming antiphase
boundaries between intermediate spin stripes with locally
AF correlations.12,26–28 In the LTT phase, which breaks
the fourfold rotational symmetry of the individual CuO2

planes, the electron-lattice coupling is believed to play a
central role in the pinning of stripes,29–33 although recent
experiments under pressure revealed that stripes can break
the symmetry even in the absence of long-range LTT
order.34

So far, La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 is the only system with a
stripe-ordered LTT phase, where magnetic and charge order
have been studied with diffraction on both sides of x =
1/8.15 The results were interpreted as indicating that local
magnetic order rather than charge stripe order is responsible
for the suppression of bulk SC, and that charge stripes are
compatible with SC as long as the magnetic correlations
remain dynamic. More recent experimental and theoretical
results on La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 support the revised view that, in
principle, static spin and charge stripes are compatible with SC
pairing, but, owing to their orthogonal arrangement in adjacent
planes, they compete with superconducting phase order.35–38

It is desirable to analyze La2−xBaxCuO4 in a broader range
of doping to test the generality of the observations. This system
has two advantages over rare-earth-doped La2−xSrxCuO4:
First, only one element is substituted for La. Second, the
Ba2+ ions are nonmagnetic, in contrast to, e.g., the Nd3+
ions, whose large magnetic moments interact with the spins
of the Cu2+ ions in the CuO2 planes.39,40 Recent progress in
the synthesis of La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals with x � 1/8
has triggered numerous studies on the stripe order in the
underdoped regime.18–20,41–50

Despite previous work, however, the doping dependence
of many properties requires further clarification, such as the
absolute intensities of the charge stripe order (CO) and spin
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stripe order (SO) satellite reflections, the stripe correlations
between the planes, the melting of the stripe order, and the
compatibility with the generic stripe phase diagram. Further-
more, there is a great lack of information for x > 1/8 because
crystal growth becomes progressively more challenging with
increasing x.

These are the issues addressed in the present study on
La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals with 0.095 � x � 0.155. We
have characterized the CO with high-energy single-crystal
x-ray diffraction (XRD), by probing the associated lattice
modulation.13,14,17 That a modulation of the electron density
truly exists has been demonstrated previously in Ref. 19 for
La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 by means of resonant soft x-ray scattering.
We have investigated the SO both in the traditional way, with
neutron diffraction (ND), as well as in a less conventional
way by tracing a recently identified weak ferromagnetic
contribution to the normal state magnetic susceptibility.51

The various structural phases have been studied mostly with
XRD, and to some extent with ND, and the SC phase was
analyzed with shielding and Meissner fraction measurements.
As a result, we obtain the temperature versus Ba-concentration
phase diagram displayed in Fig. 1. One of the key features
is that CO exists over the entire range of x that we have
studied, including the two bulk SC crystals with the lowest and
highest x and maximum Tc on the order of 30 K. According
to our quantitative analysis, the stripe order for these end
compositions is already extremely weak, while it is most
pronounced at x = 1/8. In the underdoped regime the CO
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Temperature vs hole-doping phase dia-
gram of La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals. Onset temperatures: Tc of
bulk superconductivity (SC), TCO of charge stripe order (CO), TSO

of spin stripe order (SO), and TLT of the low-temperature structural
phases LTT and LTLO. At base temperature CO, SO, and SC coexist
at least in the crystals with 0.095 � x � 0.135. For x = 0.155 we
identified CO but not SO, and observe a mixed LTT and LTLO phase.
In the case of x = 0.095, very weak orthorhombic strain persists at
low T . For x = 0.165 we have measured Tc only, before the crystal
decomposed. Solid and dashed lines are guides to the eye. Although
TCO, TSO, and TLT for several x were also determined with XRD and
ND, most data points in this figure are from magnetic susceptibility
measurements. Here, only TSO for x = 0.095 is from ND and TCO

and TLT for x = 0.155 from XRD.

always disappears at the low-temperature structural transition,
and for three crystals we can show that it melts isotropically.
On the other hand, the onset of bulk SC left no noticeable mark
in our CO and SO data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we
describe the experimental methods and the choice of reciprocal
lattice used to index the reflections. In Sec. III we present four
subsections dedicated to our results on crystal structure, CO,
SO, and SC. In Sec. IV we summarize the doping dependence
of the various properties as a function of the nominal and
an estimated actual Ba content, compare our results with the
literature, and in Sec. V finish with a short conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A series of six La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals with 0.095 �
x � 0.155 has been grown at Brookhaven with the traveling-
solvent floating-zone method. Previously reported results on
some of the compositions, in particular on the x = 1/8 crystal,
have demonstrated a very high sample quality.20,34–36,44,51–55

Because the compositions of the single crystals can deviate
from their nominal stoichiometry (see Ref. 56), it has been
vital to measure the structure, stripe order, and SC on pieces
of the same crystal. In Fig. 2(a) we show the unit cell of the
high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) phase, with space group
I4/mmm. Although the supercells of the low-temperature
phases LTO (space group Bmab) and LTT (space group
P 42/ncm) have a

√
2 × √

2 larger basal plane rotated by 45◦,
we nevertheless specify the scattering vectors Q = (h,k,�) in
all phases in units of (2π/at ,2π/at ,2π/c) of the HTT cell with
lattice parameters at � 3.78 Å and c � 13.2 Å.57 In order to
express the orthorhombic strain s in the LTO phase, we will
refer to the lattice constants ao and bo of the LTO supercell,
which are larger than at by a factor of ∼√

2.
The XRD experiments were performed with the triple-axis

diffractometer at wiggler beamline BW5 at DESY.58 To
create optimum conditions for studying the bulk properties
in transmission geometry, most samples were disk shaped
with a diameter (∼5 mm) significantly larger than the beam
size of 1 × 1 mm2, and a thickness (∼1 mm) close to the
penetration depth of the 100 keV photons (λ = 0.124 Å).
Counting rates are normalized to a storage ring current of
100 mA. To evaluate the x dependence of a superstructure
reflection relative to x = 0.125, we have normalized its inten-
sity with an integrated intensity ratio I (0.125)/I (x) of a nearby
fundamental Bragg reflection. For example, to normalize
the (1,0,0) and (2 + 2δ,0,5.5) reflections, we have applied
the factors I(200)(0.125)/I(200)(x) and I(206)(0.125)/I(206)(x)
of the (2,0,0) and (2,0,6) Bragg reflections, respectively.

The ND data for x = 0.115, 0.125, and 0.135 were
collected with the triple-axis spectrometer SPINS located at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research using beam collimations
of 55′-80′-S-80′-open (S = sample) with fixed final energy
Ef = 5 meV. The x = 0.095 crystal was studied at triple-axis
spectrometer HB-1 at the High Flux Isotope Reactor, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, using beam collimations of 48′-
48′-S-40′-136′ with Ef = 14.7 meV. The cylindrical crystals,
with a typical weight between 5 and 10 g, were mounted
with their (h,k,0) zone parallel to the scattering plane. Doping
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Crystal structure and reciprocal lattice
of La2−xBaxCuO4. (a) Unit cell in the HTT phase (I4/mmm). Tilt
directions of the CuO6 octahedra in (b) the LTO phase (Bmab) and
(c) the LTT phase (P 42/ncm). Note that in the LTT phase the tilt
direction alternates between [100]t and [010]t in adjacent layers. The
same is true for the stripe direction. Reciprocal lattice in terms of the
HTT unit cell for (d) the LTT phase and (e) the LTO phase, projected
along � onto the (h,k) plane. Only reflections relevant to this work
are shown. Fundamental Bragg reflections are indicated by black
bullets and circles, CO reflections by blue squares, SO reflections
by red diamonds, and superstructure reflections for � = 0 that are
only allowed in the LTT and LTLO phases by gray bullets. In (e) we
also indicate the reciprocal lattice of the orthorhombic phase with its
two twin domains A (closed symbols) and B (open symbols). The
trajectories of typical scans are indicated by arrows, along with the
value of �. The HTT phase compares to (d) with only the fundamental
Bragg reflections present.

dependencies of intensities were obtained by normalizing the
data with the irradiated sample volume.

The static magnetic susceptibility (χ = M/H ) measure-
ments, used to study the stripe phase and the SC phase,
were performed with a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) magnetometer for H ‖ c and H ‖ ab. For
these experiments crystal pieces with a typical weight of 0.5 g
were used.

III. RESULTS

A. Crystal structure

Since the discovery of superconductivity in La2−xBaxCuO4

in the late 1980’s,1 the crystal structure, displayed in Fig. 2,

has been studied intensively.6 So far most diffraction results
were obtained on polycrystals,6,7,57 and only recently have
single-crystal data been reported.18,46,59 In the doping range
considered here, La2−xBaxCuO4 undergoes two structural
transitions with decreasing temperature: a second-order tran-
sition from HTT to LTO, and a first-order transition from
LTO to another low-temperature phase that can either be
LTT or the low-temperature less-orthorhombic (LTLO) phase
(space group Pccn) that is a possible intermediate phase
between LTO and LTT.29 While the HTT phase is characterized
by untilted CuO6 octahedra forming flat CuO2 planes, all
low-temperature phases can be described by different patterns
of tilted CuO6 octahedra; see Figs. 2(a)–2(c). 29,57,60 In the LTO
phase, the octahedra tilt by an angle � about the tetragonal
[1,1,0]t axis that is diagonal to the CuO2 square lattice and
defines the orthorhombic [1,0,0]o axis [Fig. 2(b)]. In the LTT
phase, the tilt axis runs parallel to the square lattice, but its
direction alternates between [1,0,0]t and [0,1,0]t in adjacent
planes.6,12,57 In the LTLO phase, the tilt axis points along an
intermediate in-plane direction.29

The structural properties in this section were obtained with
XRD, while data from ND are presented in Sec. III C 1. In
Fig. 3(a) we show, for all x, the temperature dependence of the
orthorhombic strain s = 2(bo − ao)/(ao + bo), from which we
have extracted the HTT↔LTO transition temperature, THT, as
a function of doping. The maximum strain s the lattice reaches
at low temperatures is directly, although nonlinearly, related
to THT.30 Both quantities show a monotonic decrease with
increasing x, as shown in the inset to Fig. 3(a) and in Fig. 3(b).
In particular, we observe that THT decreases at a rate dTHT/dx

of ∼23.1 K/0.01 Ba [solid line in Fig. 3(b)], which is very
similar to published polycrystal data.6,42,46 For stoichiometric
oxygen content,56 the difference between a crystal’s THT value
and this line can be used to estimate the deviation of its actual
Ba concentration x ′ from the nominal x. Overall the data
in Fig. 3(b) show that x is a fairly good representation of
x ′. Nevertheless, in the discussion in Sec. IV we will show
that small discrepancies between our results and data in the
literature can be reconciled in terms of x ′.

The second transition, at TLT, from LTO to either LTT or
LTLO, causes a sudden drop of the orthorhombic strain at
low temperatures, as one can see in Fig. 3(a). In particular,
for x = 0.115, 0.125, and 0.135, we observe discontinuous
LTO↔LTT transitions. The crystals with x = 0.11 and 0.095
show discontinuous LTO↔LTLO transitions with very weak
strain remaining below TLT; the strain continues to decrease at
low temperatures and, for x = 0.11, eventually becomes zero.
The crystal with x = 0.155 shows a discontinuous transition
that results in a mixed LTLO-LTT phase, as is discussed in
more detail in Sec. III D 1. (That crystal also consisted of
several domains, but we were able to isolate the diffracted
signal from a single-domain region.)

To examine the low-temperature transition in more detail,
we have followed the temperature dependence of the (1,0,0)
superstructure reflection, which is allowed in the LTT and
LTLO phases, but not in the LTO phase. In Fig. 3(c) we show
integrated intensities I(100) normalized with the (2,0,0) Bragg
reflection as previously explained. As x increases, one can
see that I(100) drops while TLT grows. This behavior indicates
that local structural parameters are involved in the mechanism
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Structural properties of La2−xBaxCuO4

from XRD. (a) Orthorhombic strain s vs temperature as a function
of Ba doping. s was determined from transverse scans through
the (2,0,0)/(0,2,0) Bragg reflections that are simultaneously present
owing to twin domains; see Fig. 2(e). For x = 0.155 the LTO↔LTLO
transition of the majority phase is shown, although a signifi-
cant volume fraction of 20% turns LTT at TLT; see Fig. 14.
Inset: s vs x at 60 K. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
(b) Temperature of the HTT↔LTO transition vs doping. The solid
line describes THT(x) using THT(0) × (1 − x/xc). THT(0) and xc were
chosen such that at x = 0 the line intercepts at 525 K for La2CuO4

and goes through 235 K at x = 0.125, which is the most accurately
known THT for Ba-doped compounds. (c) Integrated intensity from
k scans through the (1,0,0) superstructure peak. For (a) and (c) error
bars are within symbol size.

that drives the transition, as will be discussed further in
Sec. IV.

At this point we mention that the low-temperature transition
is also visible in the static magnetic susceptibility for dopings
x � 0.135, and we find good agreement with the diffraction
data for TLT; see Fig. 10 and Ref. 61.

B. Charge stripe order

The CO, studied with XRD, leads to weak reflections
with ordering wave vectors QCO = (2δ,0,0.5) and (0,2δ,0.5),
where δ increases with hole concentration; see Fig. 2(d).62,63

While earlier studies have focused mainly on reflections at low
�, such as (2 ± 2δ,0,0.5),13,14,64 it was realized in more recent
works that strong CO reflections can also be found at higher �

such as � = 5.5 and 8.5.20,65,66 A conclusive analysis presented
by Kim et al. in Ref. 20 shows that high-� CO reflections
appear, because CO not only causes displacements parallel to
the CuO2 planes but also in the perpendicular direction.

In Fig. 4 we show h and k scans through the (2 + 2δ,0,5.5)
CO peak for different x at base temperature. Except for the k

scan for x = 0.115, all scans were performed on samples with
optimized thickness, so that peak intensities can be compared
quantitatively as explained in Sec. II. The CO-peak positions
were determined relative to the (2,0,6) Bragg reflection.
Moreover, all scans were performed with identical scattering
geometry, for which we kept the [0,1,0]t direction in the
scattering plane. This guarantees the same relative orientation
in k space of the CO peak and the resolution ellipsoid, which
has been determined at the (2,0,6) Bragg peak; in Fig. 4, the
resolution-limited peak shapes along h and k are indicated for
x = 0.125.

As one can see in Fig. 4, the peak intensity is maximum
at x = 1/8 and falls off rapidly for x �= 1/8. To our surprise,
we still find weak CO peaks for dopings as low as x = 0.095
and as high as x = 0.155. Furthermore, the width of the CO
peak broadens for x �= 1/8, which is particularly clear for the
transverse k scans where the resolution is quite high, because
it is determined by the mosaic of the LTT phase with typical
values between 0.01◦ and 0.03◦. In contrast, the resolution for
the h scans is relatively poor and determined by the energy
resolution �E/E of ∼0.5% as well as the coarse instrumental
resolution perpendicular to the scattering plane. Therefore,
we have extracted all correlation lengths for the CO from
transverse scans, as will be discussed in Sec. IV A.

The incommensurability 2δ extracted from the peak
position in the h scans in Fig. 4 shifts monotonically from
0.205 for x = 0.095 to 0.245 for x = 0.155. The empirical
relationship63 δ ≈ x for x � 1/8 would predict 2δ = 0.25 at
x = 0.125, but the experimental value clearly stays below, as
has been noticed by other groups, as well.49

In Fig. 5 we compare the temperature dependence of the
CO and the (1,0,0) peak intensities for the different dopings.
This time we show normalized integrated intensities since not
all data sets do correspond to identical reflections, scattering
geometry, or sample thickness. One important finding is that
for x � 0.135 the onset of CO always coincides with the
LTO→LTT/LTLO transition, i.e., TCO = TLT. Only for x =
0.155 does TCO drop below TLT. The temperature dependence
of the CO and (1,0,0) peak intensities evolve differently.
Independent of x, the (1,0,0) peak shows very sharp transitions,
and is nearly constant below TLT. This is indicative of the
transition’s first-order nature and shows that in the LTT phase
the tilt angle �, and in the LTLO phase both � and the tilt
direction, barely change at low temperatures.6,29 In the case
of the CO peak, we see an evolution from a sharp transition
at x = 0.095 to one at x = 0.135, where CO fades away on
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FIG. 4. (Color online) In-plane CO correlations. h scans (left)
and k scans (right) through the CO peak at (2 + 2δ,0,5.5) for different
dopings after subtraction of a linear background. Except for the k scan
for x = 0.115, all intensities are normalized to the integrated intensity
of the (2,0,6) Bragg reflection, as explained in Sec. II, and are directly
comparable. Error bars are not shown if within symbol size. The data
for x = 0.155 has been multiplied by a factor of 5. The dashed line
marks the CO-peak position for x = 0.125 and emphasizes its shift
with doping. All scans were collected in the same scattering geometry.
The resolution functions along h and k were measured at the (2,0,6)
Bragg reflection and are indicated by black solid lines for x = 0.125.

warming, until finally at x = 0.155 we find TCO < TLT. For
x = 0.095 in particular, the data suggest that CO could persist
at higher temperatures if it were not cut off by the structural
transition.

1. Charge stripe stacking order

An important question concerns the doping dependence
of the stripe correlations perpendicular to the CuO2 planes.
For x = 1/8, the stacking arrangement in La2−xBaxCuO4 and
La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 is well known. Stripes run parallel to the
Cu-O bonds but in orthogonal directions in adjacent planes.
Thus, only in every other layer do stripes run parallel, but
in addition they are shifted by half the charge period, which
results in a body-centered type of stacking, with a repeat of four
planes (two unit cells).12,14,17,20 Therefore, CO peaks occur at
half integer � positions.

To test the robustness of this stacking pattern as a function
of hole concentration, we performed the � scans shown in
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Integrated intensity vs temperature and
doping from k scans through the (1,0,0) peak and h scans through
the CO peak. Note that the data in this figure was not measured
for all dopings in the same scattering geometry and in the case of
the CO peak not always at the same (h,k,l) position. Therefore,
presented intensities are normalized at low temperature. Error bars for
the (1,0,0) intensity are within symbol size. The green dashed-dotted
lines indicate the onset of bulk SC at Tc and the red dotted lines the
onset of SO at TSO.

Fig. 6. Similar to Fig. 4, the data show absolute intensities
obtained in identical scattering geometry. It is obvious that, in
spite of the dramatic variation of the intensity, all scans show
the same modulation in �. This clearly demonstrates that the
stacking order type is the same in the studied range 0.095 �
x � 0.135, and rules out a dramatic change of the correlation
length perpendicular to the planes. Note that for x = 0.155 the
intensity was too weak to identify the � dependence.

Another question concerns the way the CO melts as the
temperature approaches TCO. There is evidence for x = 1/8,
as well as for isostructural nickelates such as Nd1.67Sr0.33NiO4,
that the stacking order melts well before the in-plane order
disappears at TCO.20,67 To check if our crystals show this effect,
we performed scans through the (2δ,0,8.5) CO peak along h

and � for x = 0.115, 0.125, and 0.135; see Fig. 7. The data in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) for x = 0.125 clearly show that the peak
in � remains well defined until it disappears simultaneously
with the peak in h. In Figs. 7(c)–7(e) we show the integrated
intensities of the h and � scans for three dopings, normalized
at the base temperature of ∼3 K. One can see that in all cases
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Interlayer CO correlations. � scans along
Q = (2 + 2δ,0,�) at base temperature for different dopings after
background subtraction. Intensities are normalized to the integrated
intensity of the (2,0,6) Bragg reflection, as explained in Sec. II, and
are directly comparable. The data for x = 0.125 has been taken from
Ref. 34 and was measured in a pressure cell, which explains the low
counting statistic. The data has been corrected for the absorption of
the pressure cell. All scans were collected in the same scattering
geometry. Error bars are not shown if within symbol size. The
resolution function was measured at the (2,0,6) Bragg reflection
and is indicated by the black solid line for x = 0.125. Because of
a significant doping and temperature dependence of the background,
there is no unique way to subtract it. In most cases the background was
either measured along the same Q at T � TLT, or along Q = (2 + 2δ,
0.03, �) at base temperature.

the extracted intensities for h and � disappear simultaneously.
Thus, we conclude that the stacking order persists up to TCO,
and that the CO melts isotropically.

We mention that the measurements in Fig. 7 were performed
with the (h,0,�) zone parallel to the scattering plane, where the
high transverse resolution largely applies to the h scans through
the (2δ,0,8.5) peak, and the lower longitudinal resolution
largely to the � scans, as indicated by the scans through
the (0,0,8) Bragg reflection. Thus, h scans in this geometry
are better suited to determine the in-plane CO correlation
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Melting of the CO. (a) h scans and
(b) � scans through the (2δ,0,8.5) CO peak for x = 0.125 at different
temperatures. The remaining profile in the � scans for T > TCO

originates from diffuse scattering around (0,0,8). Curves for T < TCO

are shifted for clarity. The black solid lines indicate the resolution
function measured at the (0,0,8) Bragg reflection. The mosaic of the
(0,0,8) reflection reveals the presence of two domains contributing
to the CO peak. The orientation matrix was determined based on
the peak positions of the larger domain. (c)–(e) Integrated intensities
from corresponding h and � scans for x = 0.115, 0.125, and 0.135.
The data in (c)–(e) was normalized at a base temperature of ∼3 K
where additional scans were performed.

length perpendicular to the stripe direction than the h scans
through (2 + 2δ,0,5.5) in Fig. 4. Corresponding data at base
temperature will be discussed in Fig. 16 of Sec. IV A, together
with selected k scans from Fig. 4 suited to extract the CO
correlation length parallel to the stripe direction.

C. Spin stripe order

1. Neutron diffraction

The SO was studied by means of neutron diffraction and
static magnetization measurements. Neutron diffraction allows
one to directly probe the incommensurate spin structure of
the SO and thus provides crucial complementary information
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FIG. 8. (Color online) In-plane SO correlations. h scans through
the SO peak at (0.5 + δ,0.5,0) for different dopings. The horizontal
bar at the bottom indicates the instrumental resolution full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 0.0078 r.l.u. The intensities have been
normalized to the crystal volume in the neutron beam and for x �
0.115 are directly comparable; see text and Sec. II.

to the XRD data on the incommensurate CO. The mag-
netic ordering wave vectors are QSO = (0.5 − δ,0.5,0) and
(0.5,0.5 − δ,0), i.e., they are displaced by δ from the position
of the magnetic Bragg peak in the AF parent compound
La2CuO4, as indicated in Fig. 2(d). In Fig. 8 we show h scans
through the (0.5 + δ,0.5,0) SO peak for the different dopings.
The data for x � 0.115 was taken at SPINS with an identical
configuration and is normalized to the crystal volume in the
beam, thus allowing a direct comparison of the intensities.
One can see that the SO peak is maximum for x = 1/8, just
as for the CO peak. The data for x = 0.095 were taken with
the HB-1 spectrometer; they show a SO peak that is definitely
much weaker, although the available data is insufficient to draw
a precise quantitative comparison to the other dopings. No SO
peak was detected for x = 0.155, which could be because
stripe order has become very weak. On the other hand, this
crystal is a good bulk superconductor with Tc = 29 K, so it
could be that there is a spin gap below Tc in place of a SO
peak.68 As one can see in Fig. 8, the SO peak shifts to higher
h with increasing x, reflecting a similar increase of δ as for the
CO peak; details will be discussed in Sec. IV.

Next, in Fig. 9 we compare the temperature dependence
of the peak intensity of the (1,0,0) peak and the SO peak
as measured with ND. The first thing to note is the good
agreement of the (1,0,0) data in Fig. 9(a) with corresponding
XRD data in Fig. 5 regarding TLT(x) and the sharpness of the
LTO↔LTT/LTLO transitions, considering the experimental
errors resulting from the use of different instruments, and the
fact that the neutron beam averages over a sample volume
that is three orders of magnitude larger than for XRD. This
indicates a high homogeneity of the crystals’ stoichiometry
and quality.

Figure 9(b) shows the SO-peak intensity as a function of
temperature. One can see that for x � 0.115, intensity sets
in at a temperature below TLT. The gap to TLT is particularly
wide for x = 0.135, but also clearly visible for x = 0.115 and
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Peak intensity vs temperature and doping
of (a) the (1,0,0) superstructure peak normalized at low temperature
and (b) the (0.5 + δ,0.5,0) SO peak normalized to the crystal volume
in the neutron beam. The data in (b) are directly comparable only for
x � 0.115; see text and Sec. II. (c) Resolution corrected half width at
half maximum (HWHM) of h scans vs temperature for x = 0.115 and
x = 0.125. The dashed lines in (a)–(c) indicate the onset temperatures
for x = 0.125 of the LTO↔LTT transition, the SO peak intensity,
and the peak broadening. Data for x = 0.125 previously presented in
Ref. 36.

0.125. For x = 0.095, the onset is ∼30 K, but the low statistics
of the weak signal prevents a precise correlation with the other
transitions.

It is known from, e.g., muon spin rotation (μSR)
measurements69,70 that truly static SO sets in below the onset
temperature seen by neutron diffraction. The difference is
owing to the coarser energy resolution of neutron diffraction,
which can sample critical fluctuations at T > TSO. In Ref. 36
we have argued, for the case of x = 0.125, that TSO coincides
with the temperature above which the SO peak starts to
broaden; see corresponding data for two dopings in Fig. 9(c).
Furthermore, we have shown in Refs. 35 and 51 for x = 0.125
that TSO is also marked by a weak ferromagnetic-type transition
in the static magnetic susceptibility for magnetic fields H ‖ ab,
which we discuss next.71

2. Static magnetic susceptibility

In Fig. 10 we compare the static susceptibility χ for
dopings 0.095 � x � 0.155. The core diamagnetism and the
Van Vleck susceptibility of the Cu2+ ions have not been
subtracted.51 The top panels of Fig. 10 are for H ‖ c, and the
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Field-cooled static susceptibility χ = M/H of La2−xBaxCuO4 vs temperature for different dopings and magnetic
fields applied parallel to the c axis (top) and parallel to the ab plane (bottom). Similar to Ref. 51, small deviations between curves for same x but
different fields, owing to experimental error (±0.007 × 10−4 emu/mol), were corrected by shifts in χ , so that curves match for T > TLT where
no field dependence was observed. CO leads to anomalies most pronounced for H ‖ c. SO is identified by means of a weak ferromagnetic type
transition for H ‖ ab. One can see that TSO also coincides with the onset of weak diamagnetism from superconducting correlations for H ‖ c.
Furthermore, for x � 0.135 TCO coincides with TLT. For x = 0.155 no anomalies are observed and TCO and TLT are from XRD. For x = 0.095
only one transition at TCO = TLT is observed. We have limited the data for H ‖ ab to fields below the spin-flop transition (Ref. 51), which will
be the focus of a future publication.

bottom panels for H ‖ ab. The dashed lines mark the onset
of SO and CO as well as the LTO↔LTT/LTLO transition.
One can see that the CO transition leads to anomalies most
pronounced for H ‖ c. Moreover, the data for H ‖ c display
the suppression of diamagnetic contributions to the normal
state susceptibility from SC, which leads to an increase
of χc with field. In contrast, the data for H ‖ ab display
the weak ferromagnetic-type behavior, which is visible for
0.11 � x � 0.135 and characterized by a decrease of χab with
field for T < TSO. In the case of x = 0.095 and x = 0.155 and
H ‖ ab, the static susceptibility reveals no information on SO,
simply because the onset of bulk SC has shifted to higher
temperatures and obscures any signature of the normal state
weak ferromagnetism.

It is remarkable to see in Fig. 10 that, for those x

displaying the weak ferromagnetic-type moment for H ‖ ab,
TSO coincides with the temperature T ∗

c of first appearance of
superconductivity for H ‖ c in the limit of small magnetic
fields; see dashed lines denoting TSO. Note that in Fig. 10
we are looking at an extremely fine scale. For comparison,
1 × 10−4 emu/mol equals only 0.0023% of the full Meissner
response. In Refs. 35 and 36 we have discussed the idea that

in La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 this weak diamagnetism in the LTT
phase emerges from two-dimensional (2D) superconducting
fluctuations below T ∗

c , rather than three-dimensional (3D)
bulk superconductivity, which sets in at a lower temper-
ature Tc and will be discussed in Sec. III D. Here we
have shown that TSO = T ∗

c in a broader range of doping
around x = 1/8.

Note that the scope of the present work is to highlight
the fingerprints in χc and χab that have been essential to
construct the stripe phase diagram in Fig. 1. A detailed
analysis of the bare spin susceptibility, as performed in
Ref. 51 for La1.875Ba0.125CuO4, will be presented for all x

in a forthcoming publication. We also mention that the origin
of the small moment is not yet understood. Angle-dependent
measurements have shown that it is confined to the CuO2

planes. The moment saturates at a field of ∼1 T, which is
much lower than the in-plane spin-flop field of ∼6 T identified
in Ref. 51 for x = 0.125. Although the field dependence of
the moment resembles that of a ferromagnet, its hysteresis or
remanent moment are too small to be resolved. The reason for
that is the small size of the moment, which is approximately
two orders of magnitude smaller (∼10−5μB/Cu) than the
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Critical temperatures of the SO transition
in La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals. () Onset of SO peak intensity and
(∇) saturation temperature of SO-peak width as measured with ND,
(•) onset of weak ferromagnetic (WFM) type signal for H ‖ ab in
static magnetic susceptibility, which we associate with TSO. (�) TSO

as measured with μSR; taken from Ref. 69.

well-characterized spin canting perpendicular to the planes
in pure La2CuO4, caused by Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya superex-
change (∼10−3μB/Cu). As discussed previously,72 spin cant-
ing in the stripe phase, if present, would be largely invisible to
the bulk susceptibility owing to the antiphase spin correlations
across a charge stripe.

3. Comparison of critical temperatures

In Fig. 11 we compare the various critical temperatures of
the SO phase, extracted by ND and χ measurements as well
as by μSR in Ref. 69. There is good agreement for TSO from
χ and μSR as well as from the SO-peak broadening in ND,
whereas the onset temperatures of finite SO-peak intensity are
higher. For the phase diagram in Fig. 1 we decided to show TSO

from χ , because this is the most complete and precise set of
values. Only for x = 0.095 did we take the onset temperature
from ND, knowing that truly static SO most likely occurs at a
lower temperature. For 0.11 � x � 0.135, where we are more
confident of the determination, one can see from Fig. 1 that
TSO is always lower than TCO.

Returning to Fig. 10, we reconsider the finding that the
anomalies in χ at TLT are particularly pronounced for H ‖ c

and x � 0.125; see the dashed lines. For these dopings we
know that TCO = TLT. In contrast, the anomaly is quite small in
the case of x = 0.135, where χc starts to increase significantly
only for T < 50 K. This is consistent with the sample’s CO
in Fig. 5, which becomes already weak at T ∼ 50 K before it
eventually disappears at TCO. Because the structural changes
at TLT for x = 0.135 and x = 0.125 are not so dramatically
different, this tells us that the anomaly in χc must be sensitive
to the CO. Finally, for x = 0.155 with its extremely weak CO,
there is no anomaly at either TLT or TCO.

D. Superconductivity

The bulk SC phase was analyzed by magnetic susceptibility
measurements. In Fig. 12 we show a selection of normalized
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Superconductivity in La2−xBaxCuO4.
Normalized FC (top) and ZFC (bottom) susceptibility vs temperature
for a magnetic field of H = 100 G applied parallel to the c axis. Data
in (a) and (c) are for x � 1/8 and in (b) and (d) for x � 1/8.

field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC) measurements
for a magnetic field of H = 100 G (0.01 T) applied parallel
to the c axis. Similar data sets for 2 and 20 G reveal no
additional information. The data are normalized at 2 K; see
the explanation in Ref. 73. The left-hand panels in Fig. 12
show how the bulk Tc decreases for x � 0.095, reaching a
minimum at 1/8 doping, while the right-hand panels show
how Tc increases again for x > 1/8. The bulk SC transition
temperatures shown in Fig. 1 were each determined from the
intercept of the tangent to the steepest part of the FC curve
with χ = 0, for all except x = 0.135. The latter crystal has
a very broad transition, as one can see best in Fig. 12(d),
which may originate from a very steep phase boundary in
that region, i.e., large dTc/dx, or sample inhomogeneity. In
addition, the crystal has a very small Meissner signal, so
that the normalization overemphasizes its diamagnetic signal
with respect to the other FC curves in Fig. 12(b). Therefore,
we decided to identify the Tc for x = 0.135 with the onset
temperature in the ZFC curve.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Superconductivity and stripe order in
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axis and the ab plane. Tc indicates the onset of bulk SC in the LTO
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LTO→LTLO transition, respectively.

1. Special cases x = 0.095 and x = 0.155

To properly judge the bulk SC properties of the crystals
with x = 0.095 and x = 0.155, we emphasize some unique
features not observed for the other samples. The crystal with
x = 0.095 is interesting, because it is the only crystal where
the LTO↔LTLO transition occurs just below the SC transition.
As one can see in Fig. 13, after the initial onset of bulk SC
in the LTO phase at Tc = 32 K, SC collapses below 30 K
when both the LTO→LTLO and the CO transition occur. Once
the transformation is complete, bulk SC reappears. The fact
that even at low T the FC signal stays below 1% of the full
Meissner response is owing to strong flux pinning in large
single crystals.73

The crystal with x = 0.155 is special because it is the only
one that does not show a clean structural transition to single-
phase LTT or LTLO. Instead, the LTO phase transforms into a
phase mixture of LTT and LTLO with a volume ratio of 1:4; see
Fig. 14. Between TLT and base temperature, the orthorhombic
strain of the LTLO phase continues to decrease monotonically;
see also Fig. 3. It remains unclear whether CO exists only
in the LTT phase or also in the LTLO phase. In a study on
La1.875Ba0.125−ySryCuO4, static CO was observed in crystals
with LTLO phase with significantly larger remanent strain,74

however, the situation could be different for x �= 0.125. For
these reasons the contributions of the LTT and LTLO phase
fractions to both bulk SC below Tc, and CO below TCO remain
unquantifiable for the x = 0.155 crystal.
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FIG. 14. Low-temperature phase transition in La1.845Ba0.155

CuO4. ω scans through the (2,0,0)/(0,2,0) Bragg reflections that are
simultaneously present owing to twin domains; see Fig. 2(e). (a) In
the LTO phase just above the phase transition, (b) in the mixed LTLO
and LTT phase below the transition, and (c) at base temperature. Error
bars are within symbol size.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The successful growth of La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals
with Ba concentrations as high as x = 0.155 has given us the
opportunity to study the stripe phase beyond the magic 1/8
anomaly and even up to optimal doping, a region that has so far
only been accessible with polycrystalline materials.2,6,11,28,75

The detection of CO in bulk SC crystals with x far below and
far above x = 1/8 is certainly the most significant finding. The
full picture, however, becomes clear only when considering
the relationship between the various properties and transition
temperatures.

A. Variation of parameters with nominal Ba content

A summary of important parameters versus Ba doping is
given in Fig. 15. In Fig. 15(a) we compare THT with the
octahedral tilt angle � of the average structure calculated
from the orthorhombic strain just above TLT. Besides the
monotonic variation of THT and �, one can see that stripe
order occurs for tilt angles ranging at least from 4.0◦ to 2.4◦,
with stripes being most stable at x = 1/8 where � = 3.3◦.
For La2−x−yNdySrxCuO4 a critical tilt angle of 3.6◦ has
been identified to mark a phase boundary between SC and
non-SC in the LTT phase.30 This boundary is not very sharp
and there are no reports yet on how deep CO persists into
the SC LTT region with � < 3.6◦. The existence of such a
critical angle is reasonable, because the symmetry-breaking
potential of the LTT phase should scale with �. However,
in our recent high-pressure experiments on La2−xBaxCuO4 at
x = 1/8 we have found that CO forms even for � = 0, where
the average structure has flat CuO2 planes.34 We believe that in
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Crucial parameters of stripe phase
and crystal structure in La2−xBaxCuO4 vs nominal Ba content.
(a) HTT↔LTO transition temperature THT and octahedral tilt angle �

at 60 K of average structure. � was calculated using �2 = f (bo − ao)
with f = 380 (deg)2/Å for the tilt of the apical oxygen (Refs. 30 and
76). (b) LTO↔LTT/LTLO transition temperature TLT and integrated
intensity of the (1,0,0) peak at base temperature. The solid line
through I(100) is a scaled fit to the square of the � data in (a). (c) Charge
stripe order temperature TCO as well as peak intensity of CO and
SO-peaks. (d) In-plane correlation lengths ξ of CO and SO parallel
(‖) and perpendicular (⊥) to the stripe direction at base temperature.
At x = 0.125 there is an additional point for ξ

‖
SO at ∼600 Å.

(e) Incommensurability δ extracted with XRD from the CO-peaks
and with ND from the SO-peaks. In the case of δCO we have averaged
the values extracted from the h scans in Figs. 4 and 16. The solid
lines δ = x and δ = 1/8 describe the low and high x reference of the
stripe model. Solid and dashed lines in (b), (c), and (d) are guides
to the eye, except for the solid line for �2 in (b). Error bars are not
shown if within symbol size.

this latter case the interactions between dynamic short-range
charge stripe correlations and local octahedral tilts trigger a
spontaneous symmetry breaking by stripes. This mechanism

may be particularly strong for commensurate x = 1/8 doping.
It is possible that the strength of the coupling to local
displacements also depends on the local variance77,78 of the
ionic radii at the lanthanum site; that is, the critical � of
the average LTT structure may be smaller for compounds
with a larger variance. In fact, La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 has a larger
variance than La1.475Nd0.4Sr0.125CuO4, which may explain our
observation of CO for x = 0.155 with only � = 2.4◦.

Further signatures of the influence of local properties of
Ba are evident from Fig. 15(b), where we focus on the
LTO↔LTT/LTLO transition. First we discuss the saturated
intensity of the (1,0,0) peak at low temperatures. For the
crystals with pure LTT ground state the (1,0,0) intensity
is experimentally observed to roughly scale with �2, as is
indicated by the solid line that was obtained from a fit to the
square of the � data in Fig. 15(a). � decreases with increasing
Ba content, and becomes zero in the HTT phase.5 In the LTLO
phase, the (1,0,0) intensity also decreases with increasing
orthorhombic strain, which explains why for x = 0.155 the
(1,0,0) intensity drops below the scaled �2 curve. For all
other crystals the strain at base temperature is either zero or
negligible. Hence, the observed decrease of the (1,0,0) peak
toward high doping can be naturally explained in terms of
� for the average structure. On the other hand, we see that
TLT increases with Ba doping in spite of the decrease of �

and THT, thus requiring a different explanation. Here, local
distortions around an increasing number of Ba defects must
be the driving force for the transition, as has been discussed in
Refs. 77 and 78. Toward low doping, the LTT (or LTLO) phase
and thus the (1,0,0) peak eventually have to disappear, because
there are just not enough Ba defects to stabilize these phases.
The relatively low TLT and (1,0,0) intensity for x = 0.095 are
evidence of this.

In Fig. 15(c) we compare TCO with the peak intensities of
the CO peak and the SO peak. (For TSO, see Fig. 11.) The
similarity in trends for the CO and SO phases is apparent.
Both peak intensities show a maximum at x = 1/8 and drop
off quickly for x �= 1/8. In contrast, TCO and TSO describe
broad domes, which do not necessarily peak symmetrically at
x ∼ 1/8. For example, TCO coincides with TLT and increases
up to at least x = 0.135. In the case of TSO, our data indeed
suggest a weak maximum at x = 1/8. This is consistent with
polycrystal data from μSR in Ref. 11, which show a clear peak
at x = 1/8, although the TSO values are ∼10 K lower than in
our single crystals. With SO transition temperatures as high
as 42 K, the crystals’ TSO are reminiscent of the highest Tc of
La2−xSrxCuO4 reached under pressure when the CuO2 planes
become flat.5

In Fig. 15(d) we show the in-plane correlation lengths ξ

for the CO and SO at base temperature. As mentioned earlier
all ξ values for the CO were extracted from transverse scans,
a selection of which is presented in Fig. 16. For the CO at
x = 1/8 two additional points are shown that were obtained
from transverse h and k scans through the close-by (2δ,0,8.5)
and (0,2δ,8.5) reflections of a second piece of crystal; see
the filled square and open circle in Fig. 15(d). In general, we
find that ξ is maximum at x = 1/8, but CO and SO show a
qualitative difference with respect to the correlations parallel
(‖) and perpendicular (⊥) to the stripe direction. While ξ is
relatively isotropic for CO (ξ ‖

CO ∼ ξ⊥
CO), in the case of SO we
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Comparison of CO-peak widths from
transverse scans at base temperature for different dopings. Intensities
are normalized and shown after subtraction of a linear background.
Top: h scans through the (2δ,0,8.5) peak. Bottom: k scans through
the (2 + 2δ,0,5.5) peak. The lines through the data are fitted
Lorentzians. The resolution functions, indicated by black solid lines,
were determined for each crystal and both scattering geometries by
performing transverse scans through the (0,0,8) and (2,0,6) Bragg
reflections, respectively. Note that in the (h,0,�) plane (top) the crystal
with x = 0.125 reveals the presence of two domains. The orientation
matrix was determined based on the peak positions of the larger
domain. Apart from the normalization, the k scans in the bottom
panels are the same as in Fig. 4.

find the tendency ξ
‖
SO > ξ⊥

SO with a maximum anisotropy at
x = 1/8. Here, ξ ‖

SO reaches ∼600 Å, as previously reported in
Refs. 36 and 79. The observation that ξSO is generally larger
than ξCO has been discussed in Refs. 14 and 31. In the case
of ξCO qualitatively similar results, with respect to doping and
anisotropy, have been reported in Ref. 49 for La2−xBaxCuO4

and La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4.
Finally, we present the incommensurability δ in Fig. 15(e),

for which we find good agreement between the values
determined with XRD from the CO peak and with ND from the
SO peak. In the phenomenological stripe model, one expects
that δ follows the solid line δ = x for x � 0.125 and saturates,
or increases less steeply, for x > 0.125.62,63,74 Our data for δ

match that line at x ∼ 0.11, stay below for higher x, and seem
to stay above toward lower x. Similar deviations have been
reported in Ref. 47 for low x and in Ref. 49 for x = 0.125.

B. Estimated actual Ba content; comparison with literature

In this section, we will make the case that small discrepan-
cies among different studies can be reconciled to a large extent
by accounting for deviations of the actual Ba content x ′ from
the nominal x value, where we assume that crystals grown in
several bar of oxygen have a stoichiometric oxygen content;
see Ref. 56. In this case the structural transition temperature
THT is controlled by the Ba concentration. To use THT for
calibrating x ′, we assume that it follows the linear dependence
THT(x) = THT(0) × (1 − x/xc), as shown in Fig. 17(a) [same
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Comparison of selected parameters of
La2−xBaxCuO4 from current work and literature plotted vs nominal
(x) and calculated (x ′) Ba content. (a) Experimental data for THT

and theoretical curve used to estimate actual Ba content. Small
dots in (a)–(c) represent data plotted vs nominal Ba content, large
symbols those vs calculated Ba content. (b) Structural and bulk SC
transition temperatures TLT and Tc. Solid lines are guides to the eye.
(c) Incommensurability δ extracted with XRD from the CO peak and
with ND from the SO peak. The solid lines describe the low and high
x reference of the stripe model. (a)–(c) Where available, error bars are
shown. The literature data were taken from Dunsiger et al. (Ref. 47),
Adachi et al. (Ref. 42), and Fujita et al. (Ref. 18).

as in Fig. 3(b)]. At x = 0 this curve assumes the experimental
value THT = 525 K for La2CuO4 and it goes through 235 K
at x = 0.125, which is the most accurately known value for
Ba-doped compounds. In Fig. 17 we compare our data with
single-crystal data from literature for both nominal x (small
dots) and calculated x ′ (large symbols). In Figs. 17(b) and
17(c) one can recognize a significantly improved agreement
between the various data sets for TLT, Tc, and δ when plotted
versus x ′.

In particular, for δ(x ′) we find a much better agreement
with the trend δ = x ′ for x ′ < 1/8 as shown in Fig. 17(c).
Nevertheless, δ(x ′) still falls below δ = 1/8 for x ′ � 1/8. This
is in contrast to the observations in La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 with
nominal x = 0.12 and 0.125, where the measured δ values are
closer to the expected trend, and for x = 0.15 even exceed
the 1/8 mark.13,14,20,49,62 These quantitative differences need
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further experimental clarification. In terms of the simple stripe
picture, one may speculate that in La2−xBaxCuO4 with x �
1/8 the hole concentration of the charge stripes is slightly
higher than expected, or that not all doped holes participate
in the CO, or at least less than in La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 with
identical x.

C. Superconductivity and stripe order

A key question concerns the relationship between stripe
order and SC. Are stripe correlations an essential and universal
ingredient of SC in the cuprates, or just an interesting but not
crucial feature? This multifaceted problem has attracted a lot of
attention. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy studies
show that in the stripe ordered state La2−xBaxCuO4 develops a
gapped Fermi surface similar to that in bulk SC La2−xSrxCuO4,
with the antinodal gap energy �(x) of both groups of samples
describing a dome with a maximum at x ∼ 1/8.44,55 This
motivated the idea that static stripe order does not suppress
SC pairing correlations per se, but prevents phase coherence.35

In our recent work on La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 we obtained further
evidence for this picture. It seems that stripe order causes an
electronic decoupling of the CuO2 planes and destroys the 3D
SC phase coherence, while some kind of 2D SC fluctuations
survive.35,36 Similar conclusions have been reached in recent
theoretical work in which the specific stacking arrangement of
stripes in La2−xBaxCuO4 was considered.37,38

If the CO and SO happened to compete with the amplitude
of the SC order, then we might expect to see a decrease in CO
and SO peak intensities at the onset of bulk SC. First we focus
on the CO data in Fig. 5, where we have indicated Tc by vertical
dashed-dotted lines. The best cases to examine are x = 0.11,
0.115, and 0.135, where Tc is well below TCO but not too far
below. As one can see, there is no significant change of the
CO-peak intensity at Tc. Note that the crystal with x = 0.155
is not well suited for this test because of the low statistics of
the CO data as well as the presence of the LTT/LTLO phase
mixture.

In the case of SO, the best candidates are the crystals
with x = 0.115 and 0.135. As can be seen in Fig. 9(b), no
significant changes of SO at Tc are apparent. [This is in
contrast to Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, where the spin-density-wave
order decreases with the onset of superconductivity.80] We
mention that published work by other groups for x < 1/8 also
bears no evidence for changes of SO or CO across Tc.47,49

Another question is whether the onset of SO has any effect on
the CO. It is thinkable that the onset of SO enhances the CO.
However, in Ref. 36 we could show for x = 1/8 that neither the
intensity nor the width of the CO peak are affected by the SO
transition. The two other dopings where the current data allow
conclusions are x = 0.115 and 0.135 with TSO � 41 K, but
also in these cases no changes of the CO at TSO are observed;
see Fig. 5.

Overall, we find no evidence that CO and SO are affected
by the onset of bulk 3D SC, nor does CO seem to be affected
by the simultaneous onset of SO and weak in-plane 2D SC
correlations. Thus the coexistence of CO and SC pairing is
not altered by the development of 2D and 3D SC coherence.
It seems that the defining moment for the ultimate ground
state is the CO transition itself, where depending on the hole

concentration and the discussed average and local structure
parameters, the balance between the order parameters of CO,
SO, and bulk SC is determined.

D. Comparison with LBCO, Nd-LSCO, and Eu-LSCO

With few exceptions, our results agree well with published
work on La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals and polycrystals, and
have significantly expanded our knowledge on charge and spin
stripe order. As for the various critical temperatures, the largest
differences are observed between data from single crystals
and polycrystals. For example, polycrystals have significantly
lower values of Tc and TSO for a given x.5,11,28,40 Early reports
on polycrystals also show somewhat lower THT and higher TLT

values.6 Among the available single-crystal data sets, we find
good agreement when plotted versus the estimated actual Ba
content. One exception concerns the relationship between TCO

and TLT. In a recent XRD study on a x = 1/8 crystal, CO sets
in significantly below TLT, and shows a melting of the stripe
stacking order before the in-plane order disappears.20 Here
we find that TCO = TLT for Ba doping up to x = 0.135. Only
for x = 0.155 do our XRD and magnetization data indicate
TCO < TLT. An early melting of the stacking order was not
observed for 0.115 � x � 0.135.

Another difference concerns the extent of the SO phase. In
Ref. 11, magnetic order, together with bulk SC, was detected
by μSR in a polycrystal with x = 0.15; however, we find no
evidence for SO in our x = 0.155 crystal. As long as μSR
detects static order, ND should as well, independent of a
concomitant opening of a spin gap.68 However, the weak CO
peak for x = 0.155 already suggests that any SO peak will be
extremely difficult to identify.

A comparison of Fig. 1 with the phase diagram of
La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 in Ref. 15 shows striking similarities but
also important differences. There is obviously a qualitatively
similar arrangement of structural and electronic phases, with
maximum CO and SO temperatures at approximately x � 1/8.
The similarity continues down to such details as TCO dropping
below TLT only for x > 1/8, the low-temperature structure
changing to LTLO at low x, and a tendency toward mixed
structural phases at higher x, where � and, thus, the energetic
differences between the various possible symmetries become
small. Note that for identical x, � is smaller in La2−xBaxCuO4,
which may explain why the mixed LTT/LTLO phase for
x = 0.155 survives down to base temperature.

A significant difference concerns the relationship
between TSO and Tc and the range of x over which SO
order is detectable. The SO transition temperatures for the
La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 single crystals in Ref. 15 determined by
ND are several times higher than the maximum bulk Tc, with
the caveat that truly static SO occurs at much lower temper-
atures, as confirmed by a number of μSR studies.40,69,81–83

The relatively low Tc values, on the other hand, follow from a
stronger suppression in the Nd-doped system. The substitution
of La3+ with the smaller Nd3+ causes Tc to go down even in
the LTO phase, most likely as a consequence of the larger
�.30,81,84 For comparison, in La2−xBaxCuO4, THT and the
corresponding � at low T are even smaller than in Nd-free
La2−xSrxCuO4. The stronger suppression of the bulk SC in
the Nd-doped system also corresponds with a broader range
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of x in which stripe order is detectable. In particular, SO has
been identified up to x = 0.25.15,62 Doping La2−xSrxCuO4

with Eu3+, which is smaller than Nd3+, causes an even more
pronounced suppression of bulk SC, such that the entire
underdoped region of the SC dome is suppressed and replaced
by stripe order.21,83

Currently, La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4 with TLT ∼ 120 K is the
only system where TCO < TLT for x ∼ 1/8. In a recent
resonant soft x-ray scattering study, TCO = 80 and 65 K have
been reported for x = 0.125 and 0.15, respectively.22 The
fact that these TCO values are significantly higher than in
La2−xBaxCuO4 implies that TCO does not solely depend on
the hole concentration, but on � and the local structure as
well.85 It also suggests that in all La2−xBaxCuO4 crystals with
TCO = TLT, CO would likely persist to higher temperatures if
it were not limited by the LTO↔LTT/LTLO transition.

V. SUMMARY

Experimental evidence for the existence of static stripe
order in La2−xBaxCuO4 single crystals with 0.095 � x �
0.155 has been presented. Both the magnetic and the charge
order parameters and correlation lengths are maximum at

x = 1/8, where bulk superconductivity is most strongly sup-
pressed. The competition likely involves the phase coherence
of the SC state rather than the local pairing amplitude. Neither
charge order nor spin order have shown any noticeable de-
crease upon the onset of bulk superconductivity. Furthermore,
charge stripe order always appears at a higher temperature than
the spin stripe order, and the charge order does not change its
behavior at the onset of spin order. Thus, charge order appears
to be the leading order that both competes and coexists with
the bulk superconductivity.
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